RUN NO:

74

DATE: 23 September 2001
VENUE: Old Governor’s House, Redilaran HARES: Scrubber & Wee Willie

PUDDLE JUMPERS
HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
DILI, EAST TIMOR
Founded by Slops & PNS - First run 30 April 2000

HASH TRASH
Web Site

Mismanagement
Grand Master
Vice Grand Master
Religious Adviser
Hash Cash
Joint Beermaster
Joint Beermaster
Trailmaster
On Sex
Choirmistress
Hash Horn
Hash Flash

NEXT WEEK’S RUN:

Willie
Ron
Don
Terry
Melissa
Tom
Dave
Jack
Juliann
Alan
Steve

http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers

WEE WILLIE
LACERATION
DRIBBLER
SCRUBBER
FLOSSIE
ENEMA
BROWNEYE
HAIDROLIK
PERSPIRATION
EJACULATION
PULL IT

Harrison
Isaacson
Hayward
Jenkins
Denning
Bannon
Ives
Williams
Isaacson
Curr
Dunn

Obrigado Barracks

0438 899769
0407 101911
0409 860935
0408 242084
0409 455598
0419 175863
0407 939660
0407 656753
0407 723996
0408 679305

williewh@hotmail.com
risaacson@worldbank.org
dhayward@pittsh.com.au
terryjenkins21@hotmail.com
dash_769hotmail.com
daveives@indo.net.id
jackwlms@go.com
dilithree@bigpond.com
curr@un.org
sdunn49@yahoo.com

Bighorn & Pogo

RUN NO. 73 REPORT – RUPIAH & HAIDROLIK’s TRACKERS’ TRAINING COURSE RUN
The object of the exercise was to set an detour along the ridge and then a
interesting run in a new venue and to zig-zagging run through the
introduce the newer Hashers to another thickets across the road again and
method of keeping the pack together – another teasing ‘Are we going up
which, as we all know(!), is the basic that FBH?’ leg.
objective of all Hash runs.
Unfortunately the less said about
The trail marks were a variety of Off the tracking ability of the majority
White and Betel Nut Red paint of the DH3 runners the better. The
interspersed with flour. Thus the runners word abysmal comes to mind but
had to improve their powers of we don’t want to be too unkind.
observation while searching at various There was some improvement by
eye levels.
the time the run was over but the
Leaving HC1 like lambs to the slaughter!
After a protracted wait for the Beer majority were content to stand and
Master, her Transport Manager and the wait (and rest) until someone else
track. That’s what you call ‘using your
goodies, we set off from the shooting found the trail.
head’. However the tree is still there.
range venue and headed round the RAMROD was prominent among the few How’s your head STROKER?
nearby headland with BUSHWANKER exceptions who became quite adept at From the magnificent vantage point at
and BALD EAGLE showing twinkle-toes spotting the off-white marks on the white HC2 is was On On along the ridge, down
agility over the rocks. (BUSHWANKER eucalypt trunks, the betel nut red on the across the road and on to the beach
maintained his FRB and near-FRB similar coloured rocks and the dollops of where an On Home notice was
ranking throughout the run but poor old flour amongst the piles of white ashes left prominently displayed. That is, for all
BALD EAGLE paid for his early exertions after the recent bush fires.
except UGLY DAVE, HOTLIPS, BONER,
and exited when the trail passed close to At least the conversation that this style of EJACULATION,
RIGID,
RAMROD,
Home after the first HC.)
trail marking produced never slackened BUSHWANKER, Jayne and Neil who
The trail then weaved through and during the whole run. Even low profile decided to follow a trail that they found
around the mangroves, across the main EJACULATION was heard to utter a more inviting, not to mention more
road and then tantalisingly close to the flattering comment or two.
adventurous, than the one carefully
inviting hills on the other side before After CATFISH and BIGHORN had marked by the Hares.
heading back on the main road to meet finished climbing every unlikely looking The On Home was a pleasant I kilometre
the walkers at the nearest vantage point. trail leading up into the hills the pack jog along the beach especially for WEE
After shocking the Newbies with the moved on to HC2 which was the highest WILLIE and SEXON who were obviously
sophistication
of
our
mid-run pimple on the next ridge along the bay. a bit low on energy as a result of all their
entertainment (“PERSPIRATION and the But not before the soon-to-be-named recent night shifts.
Muppets” singing and animating the STROKER tried to clear a stubborn tree For the statistically minded the total run
‘Wabbit Hunting Song’) it was a short out of his way along the narrow hillside was approximately 6 km long.

CD of photos from Hash Runs 56 to 73 available from Haidrolik.

CIRCLE CIRCUS
Another 50 Hasher turn out and another
new venue, this time to the east of Dili
near the beach between the Jesus
statue and Hera.
A lively Circle with plenty of audience
participation testing our GM’s leadership
abilities.
Six Newbies were welcomed including
an experienced Hasher with a name
which necessitated a reformatting of the
DH3 members list!
Surprisingly it was the, as yet, unnamed

Jayne, who made the most trips to the
centre of the Circle. (Trying hard to
influence
the
naming
committee
perhaps.)
Close behind were the high profile pair
of BALD EAGLE and Newbie (but
certainly not new to Hash) DING DONG
MAKARENA.
In all, the GM managed to get 41 of the
assembled 50 members into the Circle
for a free beer (or water in some cases).
Well done GM

Fortunately we didn’t have to say
farewell to anyone for a change but we
did welcome back a few old faces.
Melissa was renamed by the Naming
Committee, who thought better of their
efforts last week, and Ian was given a
real Hash name in place of the alias he
has been using since he came to Dili.
DRIBBLER made a return to his knees
with a bang by winning the POTW
contest with no less than four charges.

DOWN DOWNS
Hares
RUPIAH, HAIDROLIK
Newbies
DING DONG MAKARENA, LURCH, Alex, Ingrid, Freddie, Jo
Sponsors
DING DONG MAKARENA, HOTLIPS, RANDY,
EJACULATION, Jayne
SCBs
Jayne, BALD EAGLE, DING DONG MAKARENA, Neil,
HOTLIPS, RAMROD, BUSHWANKER, UGLY DAVE,
RIGID, EJACULATION, BONER, MAKASSAR MOON
Hats
BALD EAGLE
Returnee
SCRUBBER (the GM joined him in sympathy and to celebrate 50
runs each)
Leaners
PERSPIRATION, Jayne
No Hash Gear Mike, Richard, Jayne, Neil, WET DREAMS, DROP SHORT,
Fiona, BIGHORN, Charlie, Wayne, Owen, RANDY
10 Runs
RAMROD
20 Runs
POGO
“I didn’t need to know that Bald Eagle”

CHARGES FROM THE CIRCLE

(Jayne tries to impress the Naming
RANDY charged SEXON for “Who’s Mandy?!”
Committee.)
GM charged CATFISH for warning RANDY about ‘hats in the Circle’
BIGHORN charged MAKASSAR MOON for ‘long socks’
BALD EAGLE charged DING DONG MAKARENA for being the first back after short-cutting. REVERSED
BUSHWANKER charged DROP SHORT for warning PERSPIRATION about ‘hats in the Circle’
UGLY DAVE charged WHIP ME for not short-cutting(?)
BONER charged HAIDROLIK for ‘leaning’ on his pen while writing the Trash notes
GM charged LACERATION for ‘long socks’
LACERATION charged GM for making SEXON get on her knees in front of him in public
DROP SHORT charged Ingrid for likening the Hash Circle to boarding school
NAMING Melissa, who last week became KUMKWAT now becomes FLOSSIE for yet another prominent feature
Ian who has masqueraded under the name TWO STROKE for several weeks now becomes STROKER as
the result of a completely different interpretation
POTW DRIBBLER easily overcame the challenge from UGLY DAVE and would have won the award on any of his
four charges. Not fixing up the power supply at the Fomosa Building, kicking out his guests early on Sunday
morning, giving SEXON a snack pack of camel instead of steak and, worst of all, not delivering the Hash
beer to Hash Beermaster on time.
I feel sorry for people who don't drink.
When they wake up in the morning,
that's as good as they're going to feel
all day. Frank Sinatra

the cans for the nickel deposit, you would
have $79.
Clearly, drinking heavily is a relatively
sound investment.

Investment Advice
If you bought $1000 worth of Nortel
stock one year ago, it would now be worth
$49.
If you bought $1000 worth of
Budweiser (the beer, not the stock) one
year ago, drank all the beer, and traded in

When I read about the evils of drinking,
I gave up reading. Henny Youngman

No.

Date

When I was younger I hated going to
weddings...it seemed that all of the aunts
and the grandmotherly types would come
up to me, poke me in the ribs, and tell me,

HARES APPARENT
Hares

"You're next."
However they stopped doing it very quickly
after I started doing the same thing to
them at funerals.
When we drink, we get drunk. When we
get drunk, we fall asleep. When we fall
asleep, we commit no sin. When we
commit no sin, we go to heaven. Sooooo,
let's all get drunk and go to heaven!
Brian O'Rourke

TRIVIA NIGHT

Occasion/Location

75
30 Sep
Big Horn & Pogo
76
7 Oct
Ejaculation
77
14 Oct
Volunteers??
78
21 Oct
Volunteers??
78B
21 Oct
Sexon & Wee Willie
Post-nuptials run in Bali
79
28 Oct
Volunteers??
Volunteers will get help if they haven’t hared before. Call Browneye on 0407 939660.

DH3 DOES IT AGAIN!
Our team finished first
yet again in the latest
Dili Club Trivia comp.
Well done lads!

